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Then as suddenly the whole panorama was cut off, and we were
alone once more with a grey sea and sky.
As we approached Charrua, we caught sight among the trees
on a neighbouring island of something which was both white
and nebulous; it might, of course, be only an isolated wreath of
mist, but after watching it for a while we came to the conclusion
that it was undoubtedly a cloud of smoke. Our hopes of seeing
Indians, whi'ch had grown faint, began to revive. As soon as
we were anchored, orders were given that immediately after
dinner the launch should be ready for us to inspect what we
hoped might prove a camping-ground. This turned out to be
unnecessary, as the neighbours made the first call. In an hour's
time S. came to,inform me that two canoes were approaching
full of natives " just like the picture-books/' whereon the anthro-
pologists felt inclined to adapt the words of the immortal Snark-
hunters and exclaim:
" We have sailed many weeks, we have sailed many days.
Seven days to tie week I allow,
But an Indian on whom we might lovingly gaze
We have never beheld until now,1'
The crew, however, were ,fully convinced that the hour had
arrived when they would have to defend themselves against
ferocious savages. They had been carefully primed in every
detail by disciples of Ananias at Buenos Aires, and by the blood-
curdling accounts of a certain mariner named Slocum, who claimed
to have sailed the Straits single-handed and to have protected
himself from native onslaught by means of tin-tacks sprinkled
on the deck of his ship. The canoes were about 23 feet in
length* with beam of 4 to 6 feet and a depth of 2 feet. Six
Indians were in one and seven in the other; all were young
with the exception of one older man, and each boat contained a
mother and baby. Their skins were a dark olive, which was*
relieved in the case of the women and children by a beautiful
tinge of pink in the cheeks, and they had very good teeth. Their
hair was long and straight, and a fillet was habitually worn '
round the brow; the top was cut d la brosse, giving the impression
of a -monk's tonsure which had been allowed to .grow. The
height of the men was about 5 feet 4 inches. Most of the party .
were clad in old European garments, but a few wore capes of

